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How Faithful Is Old Faithful?
Statistical Thinking: A Story of 
Variation and Prediction

J. Michael Shaughnessy and Maxine Pfannkuch

tatistics is a relatively new discipline. Only in the
last one hundred years have common methods and
common reasoning evolved that can be applied to
data from many fields. In the early years, the field
of statistics was influenced by the work of Ronald
A. Fisher, Karl Pearson, and Jerz Neyman. They
focused on developing tools and methods that pri-
marily focused on randomization More recently,
exploratory data analysis has been emphasized
(Tukey 1977). As statistics continues to mature as a
discipline, statistics educators are paying more
attention to developing overall models of statistical
thinking (Wild and Pfannkuch 1999). This shift in
statistics means refocusing the emphasis in teach-
ing from how to do statistics to how to think about
statistics. In this next step in the evolution of sta-
tistics and statistics teaching, two questions arise:
What is statistical thinking? and How can we
develop students’ statistical thinking?

The authors of this article have found that data
sets from the Old Faithful geyser in Yellowstone
Park furnish a rich context for introducing such
important aspects of statistical thinking as the cen-
tral role of variation and the importance of asking
our students what they would predict. In this arti-
cle, we first discuss the context of the data, next
present a classroom exploration of the data, and
then discuss the nature of statistical thinking as it
pertains to this Old Faithful data set.

THE CONTEXT
We imagine that we have just arrived at Yellowstone
National Park, the home of geyser basins, thermal
mud pots, hot springs, acid lakes, and a multitude
of fascinating animals and plants. Furthermore, as
has actually happened to one of the authors, we
have just missed the most recent eruption of Old
Faithful Geyser, which has periodically been spew-
ing streams of hot water high into the sky for cen-
turies. How long would we have to wait until the
next eruption of Old Faithful? Before reading any
further, write down your best estimate.

Readers who have visited Yellowstone Park
might have some basis for making an informed esti-
mate of the wait time until the next eruption. How-

ever, someone who is unfamiliar with geysers or
who has not been to Yellowstone might not have
any basis for estimating the wait time. Some gey-
sers are dormant between eruptions for many
hours or days. Other geysers erupt almost continu-
ously. How could we obtain better information?

One strategy might be to appeal to a higher
authority, by asking a park ranger or by reading
the sign that indicates the approximate time of the
next eruption. However, a strategy that can help
those of us who are not actually at the park is to
make a prediction on the basis of past data on Old
Faithful. This latter strategy opens the door for an
adventure in statistical thinking. We encourage
readers to first work through our investigation of
the Old Faithful data so that they can experience it
in the manner in which we have used it with our
own students. We then return to a deeper discus-
sion of the aspects of statistical thinking that can
arise while exploring this data set.

THE INVESTIGATION—
EXPLORING DATA ON OLD FAITHFUL
Data on wait times between eruptions of Old Faith-
ful are available through such sources as Hand 
et al. (1994). The following is approximately a day’s
worth of data on wait times for Old Faithful. Old
Faithful erupts approximately twenty times each
day. The data show the numbers of minutes between
the time when Old Faithful stopped erupting to
when it first began to erupt again.
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First day (minutes between eruptions):

51 82 58 81 49 92 50 88 62
93 56 89 51 79 58 82 52 88

If we had some friends who were planning to visit
Yellowstone National Park, how long should we tell
them to expect to wait between eruptions of Old
Faithful? Before reading further, readers should
make an estimate and give some justification for
the prediction. They can also construct a graph of
the first day’s data on Old Faithful’s eruptions.

Of course, one day’s worth of data does not give
much basis for a prediction. Two more days of Old
Faithful eruption data, picked at random from a
larger data set, follow:

Day 2:

86 78 71 77 76 94 75 50 83
82 72 77 75 65 79 72 78 77 

Day 3:

65 89 49 88 51 78 85 65 75
77 69 92 68 87 61 81 55 93

Readers should construct graphical representa-
tions of the second and third days’ data, similar to
the representation of the first day’s data. Compare
the data for the three days. At this point, what
could we predict for our friends? How long should
they expect to wait for the next eruption of Old
Faithful?

The three days for which data are given are only
a small part of a data set, given in the appendix,
for the wait times for 300 consecutive Old Faithful
eruptions (Hand et al. 1994). One strategy that we
have used is to give each student a strip showing a
day’s worth of data; have them analyze, graph, and
make predictions from it; then have students trade
several times with other students; and repeat this
process with data for several other days.

TYPICAL STUDENT RESPONSES
Many students first just calculate a mean or deter-
mine a median for a day’s worth of Old Faithful
data and base their initial prediction on a measure
of central tendency. The mean of the first day’s data
is 70.1, and the median is 70.5; the mean of the sec-
ond day’s data is 79.9, and the median is 77; and so
forth. Although the mean does furnish a one-number
summary of a data set, it can also mask important
features in the distribution of the data. 

When students begin to create their own graphs,
a variety of features of the distribution appear in
their graphical representations. Figures 1 through
4 are examples of students’ work depicting data for
one or more days of Old Faithful’s eruptions. As
shown in figure 1, some students make stem-and-
leaf plots or box plots. Others make histograms, as

in figure 2, perhaps accompanied by a box plot.
Still others create dot plots or bar plots, in which
the bar’s height represents the length of the wait
time between eruptions, as shown in figure 3, or
plots of the length of the wait versus the number of
the wait, as shown in figure 4.

Each of these types of representations can high-
light or mask particular patterns in the data. Box
plots furnish a good visual representation of the
range and of the middle 50 percent of the data, as
well as allow comparisons of the box size and posi-
tion for several days. However, stem-and-leaf plots
and histograms yield a clearer picture of the data’s
distribution. Box plots involve data reduction to
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Fig. 1
Student’s stem-and-leaf plot and box plot of 

one day of Old Faithful data

Fig. 2
Student’s box plot of one day 

and histogram of eight days of Old Faithful data
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summarize the data, whereas stem-and-leaf plots
and histograms display the actual data. Stem-and-
leaf plots or histograms can reveal gaps that are
masked in a box plot. Data for the first and third
days for Old Faithful appear somewhat bimodal in
a histogram, whereas the second day’s data are
more moundlike, as indicated in figure 5. 

Even more telling, an alternating short-long pat-
tern in Old Faithful’s eruptions is visually high-
lighted by students who create plots of consecutive
wait times, dot plots, or bar graphs (figs. 4 and 5).
This oscillating pattern can be completely missed
by students who just calculate a mean or draw a
box plot for the data. 

Our past teaching, our textbooks, and many
state and national assessments have concentrated
heavily on measures of central tendency (mean,
median, and mode), and we have neglected varia-
tion (Shaughnessy et al. 1999). However, variation
is the essential signature in the Old Faithful data.

Variation exists among days and within each day,
and patterns in the variation can go completely
unnoticed if we, or our students, concentrate only
on centers and neglect variation. Students who pay
attention to the variability in the data are much
more likely to predict a range of outcomes or an
interval for the wait time for Old Faithful. Such
students make predictions similar to “Most of the
time you’ll wait between fifty and ninety minutes”
rather than a single value of seventy minutes, as
shown in the student work in figure 1.

The real power in exploring the Old Faithful
data set arises when we ask students to share their

Fig. 3
Student’s bar graph and dot plot of wait times 

for eighteen consecutive eruptions of Old Faithful

Fig. 4
Student’s connected plot of sixteen consecutive 

wait times for Old Faithful eruptions
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Minutes between eruptions of Old Faithful; 

histograms for three different days
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graphical representations and predictions with one
another. Students share a wide variety of graphical
representations, and some students express sur-
prise at some of their fellow students’ graphs. We
have even heard applause for some students who
put up a plot of consecutive wait times after stu-
dents have shared many box plots, stem-and-leaf
plots, and histograms. The plot of consecutive wait
times is a powerful visual characterization of the
alternating pattern in the Old Faithful data. Stu-
dents who create plots of consecutive wait times
often ask for more information. They want to know
the length of the previous wait so that they can
more accurately predict the next wait interval.
They begin to make conjectures about the reasons
that the data for Old Faithful alternate. They begin
to ask what aspect of the geyser system causes this
pattern of variation. They are beginning to show
statistical thinking.

WHAT IS STATISTICAL THINKING?
The question “What is statistical thinking?” has
provoked considerable debate. However, the central
element of any definition of statistical thinking is
an understanding of variation. According to Moore
(1990, p. 135) the core element of statistical think-
ing is variation: “the omnipresence of variation in
processes . . . the design of data production with
variation in mind . . . the explanation of variation.”
Moore believes that students in the future will have
a structure of thought that whispers “variation
matters.” The quality-management field believes
that statistical thinking has three key principles:
all work occurs in a system of interconnected
processes, variation exists in all processes, and
understanding and reducing variation are keys to
success. Mallows (1998) believes that any definition
of statistical thinking that does not include the rel-
evance of the data to the problem is inadequate.
Wild and Pfannkuch (1999) believe that statistical
thinking is a complex activity, and they have identi-
fied five elements that are fundamental to statisti-
cal thinking in empirical inquiry in any field:

• Recognition of the need for data

• Transnumeration
• Consideration of variation
• Reasoning with statistical models
• Integrating the statistical and contextual

We are back at the second question posed at the
beginning of this article. If these five elements are
at the core of statistical thinking, then how can we
develop statistical thinking in our students? 

OLD FAITHFUL AND DEVELOPING 
STUDENTS’ STATISTICAL THINKING—
A DEEPER LOOK
Understanding variation is central to statistical
thinking. This Old Faithful activity seeks to pro-
mote variation as the “big idea” to which students’
attention should be drawn. An aspect that should
be considered in developing statistical thinking is
that the reasoning processes are fundamentally dif-
ferent from those of mathematics, since statistical
thinking deals with uncertain, empirical data. The
student is placed in the role of a data detective.
Students must look for patterns, deal with the vari-
ation, and make judgments and predictions on the
basis of the data. We next discuss the five elements
of statistical thinking and further illustrate the use
of the Old Faithful data in promoting statistical
thinking.

Recognition of the need for data
The foundations of statistical inquiry rest on the
assumption that many real situations cannot be
judged without gathering and analyzing properly
collected data. Anecdotal evidence or one’s own
experience may be unreliable and misleading for
judgments and for decision making. Therefore, data
are considered a prime requirement for judgments
about real situations. Our initial situation in the
Old Faithful activity emphasizes the need for data,
since students’ predictions of the wait time for the
next eruption are probably not within their own
experience. A teaching focus should be on the need
for data, because much research suggests that stu-
dents think that their own judgments and beliefs
are more reliable than data. In addition, students
do not see any purpose in analyzing data, since
they already know the “answer.” This activity is one
in which they are unlikely to know the answer and
must therefore look at data to make a judgment. 

Transnumeration
Transnumeration is a coined word, meaning
“numeracy transformation for facilitating under-
standing.” Transnumeration occurs in three specific
phases in a statistical problem and can be viewed
from a modeling perspective. A diagram is given in
figure 6. Transnumeration is a dynamic process of

Real
System

1
Statistical
System

3

2

Fig. 6
The process of transnumeration
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changing representations to engender understand-
ing. If we consider the real system and the statisti-
cal system, then transnumeration-type thinking
occurs through—

• capturing measures of the real system that are
relevant,

• constructing multiple statistical representations
of the real system, and

• communicating to others what the statistical sys-
tem suggests about the real system.

In our Old Faithful activity, some relevant mea-
sures have already been “captured,” namely, the
students receive wait-time data on Old Faithful.
The second phase of transnumerative thinking
starts with a strip of one day’s data, when students
need to consider ways to change the data represen-
tation to facilitate a prediction. It also occurs when
students are asked to draw a graph but are not told
what type of graph to draw. Then, when they are
asked to share their graphs with the whole class,
they soon recognize that different representations
convey different types of information about the
geyser. The students’ dot plots, stem-and-leaf plots,
box plots, histograms with varying class intervals,
and plots of consecutive wait times all reveal differ-
ent messages about Old Faithful. Histograms with
large class intervals can actually obscure informa-
tion, and the students must therefore recognize this
problem and try several different class-interval
widths. To expedite matters, students may want to
use Sturges’s guideline, which suggests that the
ideal number of class intervals is about 1 + log2n,
where n is the number of data values. This sharing
of graphs promotes transnumerative thinking and
the need to look at multiple representations to
detect messages in the data. The third phase of
transnumeration begins to occur when the students
are asked to communicate their predictions of wait
time. 

Consideration of variation
Making a judgment from data requires an under-
standing of variation during the process of statisti-
cal inquiry. To make an informed prediction, we
first must notice that variation exists, either direct-
ly from the data or from the graphs of the data.
When students first look at one day’s data and then
see that a classmate’s data for a day look quite dif-
ferent, they begin to see variability from day to day,
as well as within a single day. The variation that
occurs in the data encourages students to request
more data to improve their prediction.

In schools, the emphasis has historically been
on descriptive statistics, especially on measures of
center, and variation has been neglected. Most
students initially report that the mean time of

about seventy minutes is the length of time that
they would expect to wait before the next erup-
tion. Although it could be argued that this
response is appropriate, focusing on one number
as the solution addresses neither the variability in
the system nor the pattern in the variability. As
soon as we ask the question why, for example,
“Why do patterns appear in the Old Faithful data?
we enter the realm of what we call analytical sta-
tistics. Analytical statistics attempts to find expla-
nations, seeks causes, makes predictions, and
looks behind the data. Information about the why
questions can be sought in patterns in variation in
the data. Since the variation in the Old Faithful
data is not random, underlying geological causes
or relationships are likely; reasons exist for the
variation. Thus, when the students share their
graphs, we must encourage them to look at the
graphs through a “variation lens” and so must
encourage them to search for patterns in 
variation.

Reasoning with statistical models
According to the research of Konold and others
(1997), when dealing with data, students have 
difficulty making the transition from thinking
about and comparing individual cases to thinking
about and comparing group propensities. Konold
and his colleagues point out that reasoning with
statistical models requires the ability to carry out
both aggregate-based and individual-based reason-
ing and to recognize the power and limitations of
such reasoning across a variety of situations. This
aggregate-based reasoning, coupled with recogniz-
ing the patterns in the data set, is fundamental to
statistical thinking.

When students are asked to draw a graph, they
need to see that different days can produce differ-
ent or similar patterns, but overall they need to see
that the pattern or group propensity in Old Faith-
ful is bimodal rather than unimodal. Teaching
should focus on the patterns in distributions and
patterns in the centers and spreads, not on the
individual pieces of data for Old Faithful. Asking
students whether knowing one wait time between
eruptions would be sufficient for making a predic-
tion may make them aware of the inadequacies of
looking at individual examples. 

After students have shared their graphs, we
have found that they often decide that plots of con-
secutive wait times are the most appropriate mod-
els for depicting the distribution of the Old Faithful
data, since such plots emphasize the oscillating
character of the data. Thus, part of reasoning with
statistical models involves selecting or creating a
model that optimally represents and communicates
the nature of the real problem and that focuses our
reasoning about the data.
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Integrating the statistical and contextual
The integration of statistical knowledge and contex-
tual knowledge is a fundamental element of statis-
tical thinking. The statistical model must capture
elements of the real situation, and the resultant
data carry their own literature base (Cobb and
Moore 1997), that is, the data tell a story. Informa-
tion about the real situation is contained in the sta-
tistical summaries, and a synthesis of statistical and
contextual knowledge must therefore occur to draw
out what can be learned in the context sphere. 

At the beginning of the Old Faithful classroom
activity, we discuss the context and general behav-
ior of geysers to enable students to understand the
meaning of the data. Such contextual knowledge is
essential for seeing and interpreting any messages
contained in the data. Students play the role of
detectives who are looking for patterns to form
their predictions; a continuous dialogue should
exist between the data and context, as indicated in
figure 7. For example, the pattern in this particu-
lar data set is bimodal and oscillating. Why do the
wait times between eruptions oscillate about two

mean times? What is the source of this variation?
How does this geyser system work? 

Another example occurs in a scatterplot of erup-
tion wait times plotted against previous eruption
wait time. This plot appears nonlinear, as shown in
figure 8. This graph was generated using data
from the first eight days. The sample correlation
coefficient is –0.727. With the high influence point
(108, 50) removed, the sample correlation coefficient
is –0.722. The evidence of nonlinearity is weak.
When a quadratic is fitted, with the high influence
point removed, the P-value is 0.08. The nature of
this relationship furnishes an opportunity for further
investigation in an advanced class. Why do we find
more variability in the wait time until the next erup-
tion when the wait time since the previous eruption
was a long one? Should other factors about Old
Faithful be considered? What is the story contained
in the data? Are other geyser systems the same?

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS TO PROMOTE
STUDENTS’ STATISTICAL THINKING
Many opportunities occur throughout the Old
Faithful investigation to promote further statistical
thinking with students. Many of these opportuni-
ties can be tapped by asking well-placed questions
that prompt students to think about and discuss
ideas. A few of those opportunities follow:

Before students are given the data
How much data would you need for a prediction? One
wait time? Two wait times? One day’s worth of data?
Two days’ worth of data? A year’s worth of data?

When they are given the data
How does your prediction using data compare with
your first prediction without the data? 

After they draw a graph of 
the first day’s worth of data
What patterns, if any, do you notice? 

After they draw graphs of two more days’ data
How do your predictions compare with your previ-
ous ones?

When they share graphs
Compare and contrast the information revealed by
each graph. What is gained or lost with the various
graphical representations? How are the graphs
related to one another?

When they are ready to interpret the information
What other data would be helpful, for example,
duration time of eruptions, to enable you to further
understand the wait time between blasts? What does

Questions for data

Features seen in data

Context
Sphere

Statistical
Sphere

What does this mean?

Finding out

Fig. 7
The integration of statistical
and contextual knowledge
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the oscillating pattern tell you about how this geyser
works? What other information on this geyser sys-
tem would help you interpret this pattern?

When they are ready to make a final prediction
Will this prediction be true for the whole year? Will
seasonal variation occur? Will this prediction be true
over several years? Will yearly variation occur? What,
if any, limitations should you put on your prediction?
Is your prediction of oscillation valid? In one day,
for example, the alternating pattern may be long,
long, short, long, long, short, short, long, long, short,
and so on. What graphical representation could you
use to verify whether the alternating pattern of
short and long wait times is generally true?

When they are ready to communicate 
the information to others
What graphical representation would best commu-
nicate your prediction? What other information,
besides your prediction, should be communicated?

At the end of the inquiry
What have you learned about making predictions?
About variation? How well do your predicted times
compare with the actual wait times? If you contin-
ued with this problem, what would you investigate
next? Can you find an explanation for the pattern?
Does a relationship exist between duration times
of eruptions and wait times between eruptions?

Eruption-duration data for Old Faithful can be
found in Foreman and Bennett (1999). 

Additional project
Data are available on eruptions of other geysers
and volcanoes, such as Kilauea on Hawaii from
1750 to the present (see www.jason.org and
hvo.wr.usgs.gov/kilauea/history/historytable). Gath-
er information on wait times between eruptions
and duration of eruptions for Kilauea or some other
volcanoes or geysers. Compare the information with
that for Old Faithful, and determine similarities
and differences in the patterns of variability.

SO HOW FAITHFUL IS OLD FAITHFUL?
The answer to our original question depends on our
statistical thinking. If we measure Old Faithful’s
wait times for “faithfulness” one eruption at a time,
we might conclude that Old Faithful is not faithful
at all. We might wait 49 minutes, or we might wait
102 minutes, 58 minutes, or 89 minutes. This pat-
tern does not seem very faithful. However, perhaps
wait time is not a good measure of “faithfulness.”
When we consider the overall pattern in the distrib-
ution of Old Faithful’s wait times, we find that it is
bimodal and oscillating. Using the pattern in the
variation, we might be able to predict a time that is
close to the wait time for the next eruption. Old
Faithful is really very “faithful” to that overall pat-
tern in the distribution of data. We hope that read-

1) 86 71 57 80 75 77 60 86 77 56 81 50 89 54 90 73 60 83

2) 65 82 84 54 85 58 79 57 88 68 76 78 74 85 75 65 76 58

3) 91 50 87 48 93 54 86 53 78 52 83 60 87 49 80 60 92 43

4) 89 60 84 69 74 71 108 50 77 57 80 61 82 48 81 73 62 79

5) 54 80 73 81 62 81 71 79 81 74 59 81 66 87 53 80 50 87

6) 51 82 58 81 49 92 50 88 62 93 56 89 51 79 58 82 52 88

7) 52 78 69 75 77 53 80 55 87 53 85 61 93 54 76 80 81 59

8) 86 78 71 77 76 94 75 50 83 82 72 77 75 65 79 72 78 77

9) 79 75 78 64 80 49 88 54 85 51 96 50 80 78 81 72 75 78

10) 87 69 55 83 49 82 57 84 57 84 73 78 57 79 57 90 62 87

11) 78 52 98 48 78 79 65 84 50 83 60 80 50 88 50 84 74 76

12) 65 89 49 88 51 78 85 65 75 77 69 92 68 87 61 81 55 93

13) 53 84 70 73 93 50 87 77 74 72 82 74 80 49 91 53 86 49

14) 79 89 87 76 59 80 89 45 93 72 71 54 79 74 65 78 57 87

15) 72 84 47 84 57 87 68 86 75 73 53 82 93 77 54 96 48 89

16) 63 84 76 62 83 50 85 78 78 81 78 76 74 81 66 84 48 93

APPENDIX 
Old Faithful Daily Data Sets—Minutes between Eruptions
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ers find this investigation as helpful for introducing
and promoting statistical thinking with their stu-
dents as we have.
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